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Pete: Alright, welcome everyone to today’s conference call. And I see I just got a vox here from Taylor, who’s kind
of throwing me off. She is on the call, and Debbie is not available today. She unfortunately wasn't able to make this
call. But that’s alright – I am here and I’ve got a lot of great stuff for us to go over. Taylor, since you’re on the call,
do you know how to shut off the chimes, because I don’t think I do? So I’m hoping you’re able to get that for us.
Alright, great. Welcome to today’s mastermind call. I am really excited to be here with you today, because we’ve
got a lot of really cool questions that we had come up that I’m going to go over. And we are going to have a chance
where if you are live on the line and you’ve got a question, you’re going to be able to unmute yourself and ask your
question. To unmute yourself, all you’ve got to do is hit *6, and then you'll be able to pop right in and ask your
question.
What I want to go over real quick with you and let you know what’s coming – so depending on where you’re at –
we’ve got 45-day Cash Machine, we’ve got the Facebook ad program. And one of things you have as being a
member of the Inner Circle is you’re able to go to any of those programs, and basically anytime. So once you finish
one, all you’ve got to do is email us or call in to the office and say you’re an Inner Circle member and you want to
take the Listing Domination or the Facebook course, and we’ll get you plugged right into the next one. And they
usually start every week.
What we’ve got coming up, and this one I’m really excited about, and I know we have a lot of people who have
been anxiously waiting for it, and that is our Instant Real Estate Events. And so what we’re going to be doing is, not
tomorrow’s Saturday but the following Saturday, we’re going to actually be doing a live stream where we’re going
to be talking about why you want to do events, what kind of events you want to do.
There are some people who are deathly afraid of public speaking, and I totally understand that. It’s one of the top
three fears that are out there, is being in front of a crowd. And if that’s you, we’ve actually got a whole stack of
different events that you’re going to be able to put on for your community – we call them “community connection
events, where you don’t have to be a public speaker, but you’re still able to fish out of this pond, get more clients
into your funnel. By the same token, if you’re like…
I don't mind public speaking, I love doing that sort of thing.
We’ve got events put together that are what we call “education-based events”. I’ve done both of these types over
both of my main careers – my financial planning career and my marketing career. And there’s pros and cons to each.
We’re going to go over the pros and cons, but we have really put together a fantastic program, which we’re going to
be telling you guys about. Again, just to reiterate, I want to make sure that you guys all understand that this is going
to be a $2,000 course that you get for free because you’re an Inner Circle member. If you finish up one of the other
courses and you’re like…
Pete, I want to go through that Event Planning course.
We’ve got what we call “swipe files”, which are all of the emails, the post card, the brochures, everything, how to
get joint venture partners. We have put everything together and we’re going to be walking you through that,
showing you how to do it. In fact, I was talking with…
Debbie: Hey, Pete. Can you hear me? It’s Debbie.
Pete: Hey, Debbie.
Debbie: I only have a few minutes, so if you don't mind I’ll jump in. So guys, I am so excited about this one. In fact,
what I even am doing for you on the educational events – I’m actually creating your PowerPoints that if you were
doing the event, here is your PowerPoint. So I took the consumer guides and I broke them into slides, and
Samantha's working on those for you right now. And Pete, I think they really either need to attend that live stream,
or we’re going to record it for them, right? And they’ll be able to access that live stream.
Pete: Absolutely.
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Debbie: So don’t panic, guys, if you can’t make it to that live stream event, because we’re going to talk a lot about
the how to do it, but we’ll have that for you on the Inner Circle. And I guess just to get them excited, a couple of
quick stories, guys, of implementation on this. So my husband Don – very analytical, would never speak on stage in
public. We talked him into doing the Family Photo event in the park, and he joint-venture partnered with a
photographer and with his lender, which we’ll have all the instructions for you on how to do that. I think it cost him
about $250 only out-of-pocket. They had a great turnout and he picked up I think two seller leads and a buyer lead,
that were great leads. And he actually came home and said…
Wow, that was easy. Can we do another?
Now, on the educational events, I can share with you guys as you start to look at this, I’ve done a lot of buyer
training events, home buyer seminars over the years. So what I can share with you on those – 50% of them who
attend that event will buy from you, typically within 90 days, if you follow-up. So, don't stress if you do an event
like that and only five people show up. You'll probably sell two or three of them. So, that’s awesome.
And then, if you wanted to do that in an office, where you partnered with some of the agents and you did a bigger
one – we always just assigned them. Every agent had their own color name tag, so their client had pink and my
client had blue. And then last thing, one guy that I went to visit because it just so outstanding what he was doing –
he was going to small to mid-size companies in his market and saying…
I’ll come in and do a lunch-and-learn home buyer event.
And he didn’t buy lunch. He just used their conference room. They promoted it, they brought their sack lunch in, he
brought his lender in. And for those of you who don't like to speak – he didn’t either. The lender did a good portion
of the talking. So, this may not be for all of you. Remember, that's why in the Inner Circle we have many, many new
programs and things coming. In fact I'm working on the neuro-persuasion, power persuasion, a whole
communication series that will be there for you soon. So, join us if you can, but then we will post it. And Pete, since
I only have about 10 minutes today because I’m at an event – shall we do, if there's any questions on the sales,
implementation side, and then I’ll turn them back over to you?
Pete: Absolutely, take advantage of that now. So if you’ve got a question for Debbie, all you’ve got to do is hit *6,
unmute yourself and ask your question now while we still have Debbie on the line. And then we’ll get into some of
the questions that were emailed in.
Debbie: So while they’re thinking about that, Pete, I did have a question that was sent it. It was an excellent
question. And the question was…
In my listing presentation, how many pages should I have?
I apologize it’s a little noisy here, guys, because I’m at an event. How many pages should I have in my listing
presentation? A good number, guys, to shoot for, would be 10 to 15. Now you may have more, you may have a few
less, but typically 10 to 15, because think about, you can take them in and they’re pretty, they’re attractive, but are
you actually going to talk about them? So if it’s not something that you’re going to speak to, if you want to put it in
a pre-listing package – go ahead. Maybe they’ll look at it, but if you take too many pages into that meeting, you're
going to get lost in it.
Then I suggest that you write one great, sexy paragraph for each of those sexy pages. And keep in mind how will it
benefit them, how will it help them get the highest price possible? And if there's two of you, and that was the
question coming from two people that go out together – how do they manage that without stepping on each other at
times? And my suggestion was, each of you own your pages. So, pick the pages you most like to talk about, have
your sexy paragraphs, and just like a relay race where they pass the baton – when you flip to the next page you'll
know, “Hey, you're up.” And then it’s just smooth and cohesive.
And I do want to emphasize – please, guys, you’ve got the Listing Domination modules there for you whenever
you're ready to turn them on. Please pay attention in the Listing Language 2.0. I think the critical pieces are at the
curb – really taking pictures, taking notes, they're looking out the window, they see you engaged. The pre-marketing
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tour – sincerely recognizing and complimenting them, not getting too deep into the weeds of discussions about work
they need to do. Eliminating that seller’s pact, the three pricing strategies, and then working on overcoming
commission. So, I’ve got a lot of good stuff for you in those modules, and if you haven’t had those turned on yet and
would like to, just remember, you just simply send me an email, Pete an email, or reach out to Samantha, and we'll
get you all dialed in. So, anybody else have a question while I have a moment here?
Pete: Yeah, we did have someone who chimed in with a question and then they muted themselves after you started
talking. So if you want to again unmute yourself –*6, and ask your question – now is the time.
Dimos: This is Dimos Papadopolous. Can you hear me?
Debbie: I can. How are you?
Dimos: I’m doing great, thank you. I apologize I joined a little bit late, in case you already talked about this. I was
thinking about doing a seller seminar. Do you have any guidance on that, help the selling process…
Debbie: Yes. o our two events that are coming soon – two of the many – one is “Move-up Planning” and one is
“Downsizing with Distinction”. So they’re probably doing one or the other – they’re going to be either moving up or
downsizing. And I’m actually putting the PowerPoints together for you for those, but then you’ll be able to add
anything you choose, and have available for them. And once you guys are going through that training, then on the
Friday calls we’ll be able to help you and answer any questions about implementation. But we’re going to give you
two very complete kits for sellers.
Dimos: I’m looking forward to that. In addition to lenders, who else would you suggest that I team up with for
something like that?
Debbie: Well, obviously title, home inspection, insurance. Home owner’s insurance could be a good one. So if you
think of any of the support services that would have a piece of that transaction so the transaction occurs – it’s a great
opportunity for them to be there. I don’t believe that it would be good to have all of them speaking – that could be
very boring. Lender is different, because they’re usually concerned about financing. But you could have those other
vendors there, they could speak with them.
If you do choose to have them all say something, then you would have to really have it scripted ahead. You’d have
to review it, and I would think it should not be a commercial. Instead, it should be a valuable tip. For example, let’s
say that you had a stager there, and the stager might say…
What I’ve noticed is the thing that buyers like most – neutral colors, minimal furniture…
Not…
Well, here’s who I am and here’s what I do.
Because also, they’re not at that point yet, right? So just think about, who would benefit from this event or
relationship that I could invite to participate? And the thing they bring to the table is not just money to help you, if
there’s cost, but also can they bring people to the event, that their goal is to help you fill the room? And Pete’s going
to give you a lot of instruction on that and how to do that in the event planning kit.
Dimos: Yup. One quick question with regards to that. Would it come across as a little tacky to have a raffle? Let’s
say we raffle a free home inspection or one of the services. Would that come across as tacky, or do you think that
would be a good draw?
Debbie: I don’t know that it would get them to the event necessarily, but people like raffles, they think it’s fun. If
you’re going to get them to an event, Pete, I’d almost think it would have to be something a little bit bigger, right?
Pete: Yeah. You actually hit on it exactly, Debbie. That’s what we refer to as a “premium”. So a premium is
something that’s getting people to the event. So where you really have a breakthrough in your business is when you
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look at other industries and start taking what they’re doing and bring it to the real estate industry. So as an example,
the financial planning industry really understands the seminar market, doing these educational seminars. But a
premium for them is, they’re buying you dinner, they’re buying you dessert. So they’re doing it at a steakhouse, or a
Mimi's Cafe, or someplace where there's dinner. And that's what we call a “premium”, and that gets people to the
event. You’ll notice other industries, like a lot of web hosting companies will be like…
Come to our educational seminar and you’ll get this MP3 player.
Or…
Come to this educational seminar and you’ll get this tablet.
And this could be a giveaway in this example, but the timeshare industry. The timeshare industry offers all kinds of
premiums to get you to go sit in their talk. I’m going to Vegas next week, and they’ve got timeshares galore, and it’s
always like…
Hey, do you want to go to the Celine Dion concert for free? Come listen to us.
That’s a premium. So your raffle is a nice thing to have at the event, and you could figure out ways to use that to
help encourage appointments with you, things like that, but it’s not going to necessarily get people to the event. So
you would want a premium that’s going to get them to the event, and if you want to have something like that to help
get additional appointments, that's great. And we’ll talk about that on next week’s live stream. And again, like
Debbie said, if you can’t make the live stream, we’ll record it. You can watch it later.
Debbie: Please make a note of that, Pete, and then we’ll definitely cover that. Okay, guys, I have about two or three
minutes if anyone else has a question. Of course I’ll have my email – debbie@excelleum.com. So if you think of a
question later, since I had to be on just for a short time today – certainly please feel free to email that over. And then,
Pete, the new commission-cutting report that I wrote – if we can make a note… I know Samantha is getting that to
you today. Let's be sure we post that for them on the Inner Circle also, okay?
Pete: Absolutely, absolutely.
Debbie: And we probably should put it in their Inner Circle magazine next month, just so they make sure they don’t
miss it.
Pete: Yup.
Debbie: Okay, cool. Alright, guys, so I’m going to jump off and go back to work, and turn you over to Pete. Have a
great weekend! Thanks for joining us today.
Pete: Thanks, Debbie.
Debbie: Bye!
Pete: Alright guys, so let me go through some of the questions here that I had emailed in, and then I’ll take some
questions at the end if you guys have any. This was a really good question because I get this one a lot…
In your best estimate, what is the number of post cards that need to be mailed, and how many times?
It’s a great question because I’m sure many of you have thought that same thing…
How many times do I send out a post card? How many responses should I expect?
And part of what you’ve got to look at is, how big is the pool that you’re marketing to, or how big is the farm that
you’re marketing to? If it's your database, it's still a farm that you're working. So let's take an example here in
Southern California. If you find a community around where I live that has a 3% turnover, that’s a really good
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turnover ratio for this community. If you can get higher than that – great. But if we think about that, if we’ve got
1,000 homes with a 3% turnover – that means 30 of those homes are going to sell over a 12-month period. So that’s
not 30 of them are going to sell this month; it’s over the next 12 months, 30 of them are going to sell.
So, how many times do I need to hit them, or what kind of response should I expect? If I’m sending out 1,000 post
cards, all I’m going to do is I’m going to attract the part of that 30 that is thinking about it today. Now, are there
times of the year when people are thinking about selling more than others? Of course there are. So you will see
bumps in certain times of the year, and less in other times of the year. But again, keep in mind that there’s still a
small portion of the market that’s actually considering selling their home.
So if you’re expecting you’re going to send out 1,000 post cards and you’re going to get 100 responses, it’s just not
going to work that way, unless you’re in an area where there’s some absurd amount of movement. So, what that also
means is that you need to stay in front of everyone every month, because this month they may have not been
thinking about selling, but then next week they get laid off from their job and they realize they can’t stay there
anymore; they need to move. And so, next week they start to think about it, and that’s why you’ve got to be
consistent and every month staying in front of your farm.
So my biggest recommendation, what I tell all of my agents who work with me what they need to be doing is, once a
month we’re doing a lead generation post card, and we’re literally just trying to generate the lead. And if I’m in an
area where most of the people are going to be thinking about downsizing, or in an area where most people are going
to be thinking about moving up – that’s what I’m doing every single month. I am sending them a lead generation
post card offering my guide for downsizing, or offering my guide for moving up, because they may not be thinking
about it this month, but next month they might be thinking about it, and I need to be there in front of them. I can’t
just expect that they’re going to remember me. It doesn’t work like that, so we need to stay consistent, to stay in
front of them.
The other thing that I’d do every month is, you’re going to be mailing out your newsletter. And so I would still take
that newsletter that we give you – the Lifestyle Advisor, and I would send that out if you’re working a geographic
farm or a database. That’s going to be print mailed to that farm that I’m using – that geographic farm or my database
farm. And that one is going to have all my branding in it, it’s going to have my information on it, and I’m going to
stay in front of them twice a month that way, because we don’t know when they’re going to take action. Our
responsibility is to be there in front of them, so when they are ready to take action, we’re the ones that they reach out
to.
Let me see here, another question I got emailed in. Okay, so this was about someone who was mailing out a post
card to a list of contacts that they got from a couple of different services. She wants to mail another post card to the
same list. She was thinking about changing up the guides and the post card. How would you do that? What’s the
main thing? So I know that this particular person was reaching out to people who have recently filed for divorce.
And one of the things that I’ve mentioned before is if you’re going after the divorce market – let’s say you’ve got a
consumer guide that you’ve put together or maybe you’ve gotten from the Community Marketing System – it’d kind
of odd if all of a sudden someone files for divorce and they get an offer in the mail for a consumer guide on
maximizing your home sale when going through a divorce. It would feel kind of weird to them. This is an
immensely personal thing, it’s extremely emotional, and all of a sudden I’m clearly on some list somewhere,
because I’m getting targeted for the fact that I’m going through a divorce.
So, you really want to be careful when you’re going after this market that you don’t come across as the ambulancechaser. So one of the things that I’ve always recommended is that when you go after that market… And by the way,
it’s a great market to go after, because 22% of people who get a divorce, sell their home within 12 months. If you
knew out of every 100 people, 22 of them are selling their home – man, I’m staying in front of that group every
single month until they tell me to get lost or they finally sell their home, because the odds on that are really, really
stacked in your favor. So, what you would do with that is you would take your consumer guide that you've got for
divorce markets, and I would also offer at least two other guides – maybe one for downsizing, maybe one for
moving up. So it’s like…
I’ve got these three different guides right here. Which one would you like? Go to this website, call this
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phone number, and we’ll send it right out to you.
Now it’s not like, “Hey, I know you’re going through a divorce”; it’s hidden in there. And this is actually a very
famous strategy from a guy who sold over 100 million books. They were these little blue books, and what he found
was that the number one title that people would buy… They would sell them for a nickel each – this was probably
about 50, 60, years ago now – they’d sell them for a nickel each, and you could buy 20 books for a dollar. And the
number one books that people would buy all had to do with sex in one way or another. But how they would get
people to buy those is they would have “The Best of Shakespeare” and all these others. And so people would be
picking out their 20 books and they’d be like, “How to Have the Best Married Sex” or whatever. I don’t even
remember what the titles were.
But the point is, you’ve got to hide some of those things that people would be ashamed to talk about or ashamed that
they might be going through, that kind of thing. You kind of have to hide it. So you’re letting people request that
information but we’re not shining a big spotlight on it. Another great example about this is we’ve got a friend who’s
going through a divorce. And one of the things that this friend was telling me and my wife is that she has been told
by her lawyer…
You have to stay in your house no matter what, so that way the judge doesn't just straight give it to your
soon-to-be-ex-husband.
So her mindset is…
I don’t want to sell my home but no matter what. So if takes six months for me to get a divorce, I have to
live here for the next six months.
So even though she might’ve shown up on a report somewhere that this is someone who’s filing for a divorce, she’s
not thinking of selling the home; she’s thinking, “I’ve got to stay here.” So that’s why it’s so important to stay there
month after month after month, and always be in front of people. But certainly, you can mix up the guides, things
like that, and just leave that “Divorce” guide in there if that’s the market that you’re going after.
Another question here...
Hi Pete, quick question. What company do you recommend for the post card mailings?
If you’re talking about printing of the post cards, I use GotPrint.com. So it’s much like Got Milk, but it’s GotPrint. I
really like them because of their price, they’re relatively quick at getting your post cards printed for you. They are
not a mail house though; at least I don’t believe they are, last time I looked. So what that means is you’re going to
have to order the post cards and then have them sent to you. There are plenty of other services out there than you can
have do all of the mailing for you.
Again, one of the ones who I have used in the past, and Debbie recommends quite a bit, is the Printing Train. You
can find them at PrintingTrain.com. I’ve used them, not a lot, and not because they’re bad or anything like that, but
usually, most of the time, it’s not a big deal for me to mail out the post cards. So I prefer to use GotPrint.
If you are doing the regular size post cards – so not the oversized – the oversized post cards that we give you are
specifically designed to meet the standards required by the post office for Every Door Direct Mail. That’s where you
carpet-bomb an entire neighborhood with your post cards and get that really dirt-cheap rate. If you do the smaller,
traditional size post card – because maybe you’re sending it out to your database, or maybe you’ve bought a list that
you’re sending it out to – for them often times I will use Click2Mail.com. And they’re definitely a lot more
expensive, but if you just want to upload your list of 200 people that you’ve got in your database, give them your
post card and let them mail the whole thing out – that’s where I would use, and then you don’t have to even touch it.
You’d just basically upload your post card and send it out, and you’re good.
Let’s see here. Okay, another really good question that we had come in here…
I’ve set up a Facebook ad targeting absentee owners. I’ve offered them the Steven Thomas report if they
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give me their name and email. With their name I can get the home that they own and their mailing address.
I already have their phone number.
Basically what he’s asking for is some of the follow-up that they should be doing. Let me start off by saying this: I
don’t know how your Facebook ad looks, but one of the things that I want to recommend here is, if you’re offering a
Steven Thomas report, remember there are two conversations going on – the conversation going on in your head,
and the conversation going on in their head. And I don’t know that you’re doing this, by the way, or that anyone is
doing this, but I want to make sure that you keep this in mind.
Remember when it comes to getting people to respond, you've got to go back to that ABC of marketing – audience,
bait, channel. So if you’ve clearly defined your audience, you know exactly who you want to reach on Facebook, we
have to think about our bait. If we’re calling it…
Get your copy of the Steven Thomas report.
That is not going to attract people because the average person out there does not know what that is. That is going to
go right over their head, they’re not even going to go any further looking at your ad. They’re going to keep going by,
and you’re going to be frustrated, because you’re going to be spending money going…
Why am I not getting anyone to opt in and request it?
It’s because the conversation going on in their head isn’t…
Gosh, I really want to get a hold of that report.
The conversation going on in their head might be…
Do we downsize? How do we make sure that we don’t have two mortgages to pay? How do we make sure
that we’re not homeless?
But whatever that is, that’s the conversation that’s going on in their head. Or…
Do we move up? Do we stay and fix up our current home?
Or…
How do we buy our first-time home?
Whatever it might be. So, you’ve got to step into their mind. What is that conversation that’s going on in their mind?
Now I know that this particular person is going after absentee owners. So, what I might do on an absentee owner
situations is, I might put together a tip sheet or a guide – doesn’t really matter – and I might say “3 Things That
Everyone Needs to Know When Living in Another State and Trying to Sell a Home in Orange County”. So, part of
the problem that might be going through an absentee owner’s mind is…
I don’t even live there. Do I have to fly out there to sign paperwork? How we pick a real estate agent? Do
we have to clean up the house? What’s the market like out there?
So we’ve got to get into their mind. What is that conversation that’s going on in their mind? And then we’re going to
put out that kind of bait to get them to raise their hand and enter our sales funnel. Then what do we do for our
follow-up? Well, it does depend on what they’re requesting from us. If they’re requesting our tip sheet on “7 Things
You Must Do Before You Sell Your Property in Another State” – if that were the situation for us, then I'm going to
be following up with them knowing that more than likely this is someone who wants to sell their home.
So I'm going to get on the phone with them right away, I'm going to mail them the guide, I'm going to then follow
up the day after they should have received the guide or the tip sheet, I'm going to text them if they don't answer their
phone. I'm going to continue this process and I’m not going to let up. So the first 60 days, every 15 days I’m going
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to be re-mailing that guide, re-calling them, texting them. Then after the first 60 days, I’m going to start putting
them on my monthly plan. I’m going to be sending out my different reports that I’ve got, my Steven Thomas report
– I’m going to be doing all of that stuff. And of course my newsletter, because now I’ve got to stay in front of them.
If they’re just asking general questions…
I just want to know what the market’s like, but I may not really be interested.
Then I may not be as aggressive. So your follow-up needs to be continuous, meaning once someone has entered
your web, as Debbie likes to call it – you never let them go. You’re always going to be reaching out to them in one
way or another. But you also have to look at what they are responding to, because what they respond to is going to
tell you, is this someone who’s hot, or is this someone who's not as hot of a prospect.
Let me see here, another question I had come in. Okay, yeah, this was a really good one…
I’ve got a number of people who asked for a report, but I was never notified via SyncSumo.
So this was someone who’s gone through the Facebook Ad Mastery…
Do I have to link SyncSumo to each individual lead form?
And the answer to that is “Yes”. So, the way that that works, and if you haven’t got to the Facebook marketing –
you will need to link each one of your forms. So if you’re running several different ads, you probably have several
different forms. Each one of those needs to be linked individually in SyncSumo to email those leads to you. And
another follow-up question that this person had is…
Is there a way that I can set up an auto email to send them my guides or my reports?
The answer to that is “Yes, there is”. Keep in mind it’s better if you mail stuff, but there are some times when you
just want to email it to people. That’s where your CRM, which stands for Client Relationship Management software
can come into play, or what is called an “autoresponder”. So an autoresponder is something like MailChimp or
AWeber, Constant Contact – those are autoresponders. Most of those, if you’re using SyncSumo, will hook up with
SyncSumo. So when your lead comes into SyncSumo, you can have SyncSumo email it to you, and at the same time
you could have it stick it over in your MailChimp account or your AWeber account, and your AWeber account
automatically emails that report or that tip sheet out to them. So, you can use one of those.
I used to use AWeber before I had the CRM that I use now. They’re relatively cheap – I want to say $20 a month. I
believe MailChimp is the one who I hear most people go with today, and I think it might be free for the first 250
people, and then maybe $10 or $15 after that. So those are the two main ones that I would look to, would be
AWeber or MailChimp for that.
Let me see here. Okay, so this was a techy question, so I'm going to give you my easy answer to this. This is
someone who utilized Leadpages. So we give you landing pages, if you remember, when you go into your Inner
Circle current marketing materials. You’re going to want to send your prospects to a landing page to request your
consumer guide. If you have a Leadpages account, we give you want they call a “share link”. And that share link
will take the lead page that we’ve already built out, put it into your account. You hook up your own autoresponder to
it, and away you go. You can start using that.
But what we’ve done with the Inner Circle to make your life as easy as possible – right on the page there Is a little
link, right next to the landing page. It says if you don’t have a Leadpages account and you want us to set it up for
you, click right here. We will actually build out your landing page for you. If you don't have a domain, we will buy
the domain; you'll just have to pay the $15 for the domain name. And if you don’t know what a domain name is, it’s
like PeteMitchell.com – that's a domain name. But we will take care of that for you. Really, we want to make your
life as easy as possible.
If you have an autoresponder, we will hook up the autoresponder for you. We’ll do that for as many of those landing
pages as you need – the Move Up, the Downsize, the First-time Home Buyer. And then when we launch the event
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kit training, as you go through that, we’ll build out those landing pages for you. So we want to make that as easy as
possible for you and take that stress off of your shoulders, put it onto ours and let us just take care of it, and that way
you don’t even have to think about it. It’s just part of the service that we provide for you for being in the Inner
Circle.
So those are the questions that I had emailed in. Let’s go ahead and stay on the line for anybody who's got any
questions live. All you’ve got to do is hit *6 – that will unmute you and you can ask your question. So go ahead at
this time – hit *6 if you’ve got a question or a comment, and you can ask it.
Stacy: Hi, this is Stacy McQueen.
Pete: Hi, Stacy.
Stacy: Hi. I want to know about the landing pages. If you’re going to help us with that, can we do all three or can it
only be one?
Pete: No, all three, and then as we start releasing more and more landing pages, then we’ll do them all for you.
Stacy: I see. So, domain names – would you recommend just using our name, or could we use something like
McQueenTeamRealty, or should you leave it non-branded?
Pete: I would leave it non-branded for a landing page myself, because the second you put McQueenTeam, you’re
telling people…
I’m a realtor and I’m going to pounce all over you with sales.
That’s what’s going on in the consumer’s mind. So what I would do, if it was the “Move Up” guide – because I
know someone already has MoveUpGuide.com – I would do MoveUpGuideRossmoor, MoveUpGuideLosAngeles.
Just pick your city. Or MovingUpInLosAngeles.com. And I would do it unbranded like that, because landing pages
are not the same as your authority website. We’re trying to generate leads with these, so I want to be as unbranded
as I legally can.
Stacy: Okay, alright. Great, thank you.
Pete: Yup, no problem. If anyone else has a question, all you’ve got to do is hit *6 – that will unmute your line.
Maria: Hi, this is Maria Molina.
Pete: Hi, Maria.
Maria: How are you doing?
Pete: Good.
Maria: Okay. My question is about what Debbie was saying – the presentation that she’s doing in PowerPoint. Can
you guys create that presentation also in Keynote?
Pete: Keynote will open up PowerPoint, so you’ll be able to take it in Keynote. I work on a Mac – so does she – and
Keynote will open PowerPoint. So you’ll be good with that.
Maria: Awesome. I’m new to Mac, and I love it.
Pete: Yeah, I tell you – I left the PC world with, I think it was Windows Vista. I was like, “I can’t do this anymore.”
And I’ve been pretty happy with my Mac ever since. But it will open it, absolutely.
Maria: Okay, thank you, Pete.
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Pete: No problem. If anyone else has a question, all you’ve got to do is hit *6. Alright everybody… Wait, we got a
line unmuted.
Stacy: Hi, this is Stacy again. So these guides – when I was looking at it in our Inner Circle stuff – for the landing
pages you would do “First-time Home Buyer”, and my city, which is Victorville. I would put
FirstTimeHomeBuyerVictorville, DownsizeTheRightWayVictorville, and I could get all of those landing pages, and
then you would help me set those up?
Pete: Yup, you just click the little link that’s on there. It’s going to ask for the information, it’s going to say, “Did
you already buy the domain name?” If you didn’t, basically we’ll take care of it for you. If you bought them, we’re
going to say, “Give us your username and password for GaDaddy” for instance, if you bought it through GoDaddy.
We need to tell them where to point the website and we will build those pages out for you, and you won’t have to
think about it. We’ll take care of all of it.
Stacy: I see. Okay. I have some bought already, but unfortunately they’re all branded. So, when I’m done with that,
then I just go back in, fill out the little form and do one at a time, correct?
Pete: You could do them all at the same time.
Stacy: You’re going to let me mark all three of those little boxes that I saw, or little circles, whatever they were?
Pete: Yeah. I can’t remember if there’s a note area on the form. Basically what’s going to happen is you’re going to
work with my personal assistant, Travis. He’s the one who builds all those for us. So he’s my personal assistant.
And you’re going to fill out the form, you’re going to get an email with the things that we need from you so we can
get this done. And if you just reply to him and say…
I also want all three of the pages done. These are the other two that I need.
Just tell him that. It’s not like there’s anything special you’ve got to do. The form is just to make it easier for us to
build everything out for you quicker.
Stacy: I couldn’t figure that part out. Okay, thank you.
Pete: We’re trying to make it as easy as possible for you guys to get business, because that’s the name of the game.
Stacy: Alright, thanks again.
Pete: No problem.
Elaine: Hey Pete, Elaine here. Couple of questions for you.
Pete: Hey, Elaine. Yeah.
Elaine: Okay, so the landing page is an unbranded page. Then what about the Facebook ads that are being run?
Should you also set up an unbranded community page for the Facebook ads?
Pete: Yes, I probably would. Have you gone through the Facebook training so far?
Elaine: Yeah, I’ve gone through I think three of the modules. So I have a few left to do.
Pete: Okay. One of the things that we talk about in the Facebook training is what’s called a “lead generation ad”.
So, you absolutely can. It’s called a “conversion ad” when we send Facebook to a landing page. However, one of the
things that ends up being cheaper for us is when we do a lead generation ad, and when we do that, we don’t even
have to send them to a landing page.
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You’re doing it right through Facebook, okay.
Pete: Right, yeah. And that’s where you need the SyncSumo we were talking about earlier. And it actually makes it
easier on the prospect to give you their information. That’s usually why we have better result, cheaper leads, is, they
get to stay in Facebook. Facebook fills out the form for them, and all they’ve got to do is hit the “Submit” button.
Elaine: Okay. But the Facebook ad itself – because you know how it comes up if it’s going through a company it
says “Sponsored by XYZ company”?
Pete: Right, that’s where you would want to have whatever your business page that you’re going to run the ads
under. So, you can do that under your own name, you can do that under your business name. That’s where in the
training, I think it was in Module 1, I show you the Long Beach Deals and Events page, I think I called it. And I just
set up a generic page like that, and then you could run ads from that type of page.
Elaine: Okay. So, a couple of other questions. All the educational downloads – what’s the best practice – require the
phone number or not, or experiment with both?
Pete: When I’m doing a lead generation ad, I tell Facebook I want their phone number, but I don’t make it required.
And when I’m doing a lead generation ad, basically it’s going to automatically fill it in, so I usually get it. If you
send them to a landing page, it’s like _________. I personally wouldn’t make it required, but a lot of times it’s going
to be a blank or a fake phone number or something like that.
Elaine: Okay. And then for example, for expired listings – what do you think is better – doing post card advertising
or doing Facebook marketing? Because if you can upload that list into Facebook…
Pete: Yeah, I would do both. One of the problems with Facebook marketing for Expireds is you have to have a big
enough list, or Facebook won’t run the ad to them.
Elaine: How big a list is it, do you know?
Pete: It keeps growing. So last time I looked it was around 100. As long as you’ve got that Facebook knows who
they are… So again, keep in mind – if it’s an Expired you’ve got to upload either a phone number or an email
address for Facebook to be able to find them. It used to be 100. Hopefully they haven’t raised it, but they’re
changing so much right now, who knows, it could get raised again – then yeah, you could run it there. And it’s going
to be so cheap – literally, to send that ad to 100 people – if you put it at $5 a day, it’s probably going to only spend
$1 of that a day. It’s going to be so cheap, I would do both. That’s why I would run the Facebook ad and then also
do the post cards, and as Debbie would say, I’d go door-knock them as well.
Elaine: Right, okay. And then for the Facebook advertising piece of that – how often would you run that ad, or over
how many days would you run that?
Pete: Well, if it’s to an Expired list I’d just turn it on and never turn it off.
Elaine: I see, okay.
Pete: It’s not going to cost you enough to even give a rip. If it costs me $1 a day, who cares? I’ll run it forever.
Elaine: But then would you change ad?
Pete: Yeah, I would change the ad every once in a while.
Elaine: Change the ad every once in a while, yeah. Okay, very good. Thank you.
Pete: No problem. Anybody else has a question?
Elena: Pete? Hi there. I’m Elena.
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Pete: How are you doing?
Elena: Good, how are you?
Pete: Good.
Elena: My question is on your modules that you look at and learn from on the Inner Circle. Which would you
recommend doing first between the 45-day Cash Cow and the Listing Domination?
Pete: It depends where you’re at in your business. I would probably go for the Listing Domination first, mainly
because Debbie goes so in depth on everything that has to do with the listing, from what to say on the appointment
to what should you have in your listing presentation – all of that stuff. And I would probably go through that, and
then when I’m done with that, I would go right into the 45-day Cash Machine, because the 45-day Cash Machine is
designed to get you to take action on everything that you already know, which at that point is going to be a lot more
than the average agent, and go get more listings. So, if it were me, that’s the order I would do it in.
Elena: Thank you.
Pete: Yup, no problem.
Cindy: Pete?
Pete: Yes.
Cindy: This is Cindy. I’ve got a question for you. On your Facebook modules that you have, does it go over what
you just talked about – doing the autoresponder, how to hook all of that up? I get lost, unless I actually can visually
see it. I can hear it but I’ve got to visually see it as well.
Pete: Yeah, we do. And it is going to be different for each autoresponder, so it does depend on what autoresponder
you use. But again, the main thing that I would say, and we do cover this in a lot of detail in the training – I would
do a lead generation ad whenever possible, because you’ll get better results with lead generation ads.
And the company who I recommend using – it’s the one that we use – is called SyncSumo. I’ll give you a couple of
different options – LeadsConnector.io is cheaper than SyncSumo, but I use SyncSumo. So, use whoever you want,
but they will connect with your autoresponder, and that’s the connection piece, that’s the bridge that you need. And
both of those companies – LeadsConnector.io, SyncSumo, and I’m sure at this point there are probably a dozen
more companies that do the same thing – they usually all have really good tutorials on how to hook up your
autoresponder to it, because it will be different for every service, for every autoresponder. But once you get it set up
the one time, you don’t have to do it again. So that’s the good thing.
Cindy: So Active Campaign would be an autoresponder?
Pete: Correct, yeah.
Cindy: Correct, okay. Because that’s the one I’ve seen most often.
Pete: Yeah, Active Campaign is really, really good. I would classify them more as a CRM, because they do a lot
more than most autoresponders, which is why I think they cost a little bit more. I want to say they’re like $50 a
month. My assistant Travis used to use them, so he knows a lot about them. But they’re a really good one.
Cindy: Yeah, I don’t know that much about them; I’ve just seen it. I thought that they maybe based their pricing on
how many leads or contacts you have in the system, and it goes up from there. The information that’s always really
helpful for me, because I do all the marketing for my husband’s side of it is like Travis – what he uses and why he
uses it. Those are kinds of things, because as real estate agents we’re out there trying to talk to our clients as much as
possible, so the marketing – like you said – we want to make it easy, easy, easy. But I want to understand it, because
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I want to be able to fix the system and then my ads and all of that. So it’s just a huge learning curve.
Pete: Yeah, and I would say if you use Active Campaign and you had a question with it, I would actually have
Travis answer it for you, because I’ve never used it.
Cindy: Okay, good. I think I’ve got a better idea what to do now, and then I’ll go from there. Thank you so much.
Pete: No problem. Anybody else have any questions? I saw we had a – the name that came up was Michelle, and
then she muted herself. Of course I don’t know if that’s who it actually was; it’s just who the phone was registered
to. So if you’ve got a question, go ahead and hit *6 – that will unmute your line. It looks like we had two people.
Michelle, why don’t you go ahead and go first?
Michelle: Okay. So, I was wondering if in any of the modules you cover personal websites, and what you think of
them, and if you have a good platform that we should use?
Pete: I’m trying to think if we cover it. I don’t know that we cover it specifically in any of the modules that we’ve
got. One of the things that I’ll do is I’ll actually is a whole recording on that to give you guys some of my thoughts,
because I’ve done that in the past – going over what you want to have on your personal website, and what is a waste
of money. The company who Debbie has been referring people to at this time, I believe it’s called Mopro. Taylor,
are you on the line?
Taylor: Yes, I’m here, Pete.
Pete: What’s the name of that company that Don’s using right now?
Taylor: It is called Mopro.
Pete: Yeah, and they have some really good benefits using them. So that’s one company that you can look at.
Taylor: And if you want to check out his website to see the kind of work they do, it’s DeGrote.com.
Pete: Yeah.
Michelle: I was wondering if you think we should have a search function in it. It seems like most people are going
to Zillow, Realtor.com to search because the interfaces are so easy to use, versus what we might have on one of our
websites.
Pete: Yeah, that’s one of the things that I always tell people. The agents want the IDX, that MLS lookup, and I’m
telling you, you cannot compete against Zillow. You can’t. So to me, that’s why it’s called “authority website”.
What I want my website to do – I want people to go there and be like…
Okay, I’m working with the right person. I definitely chose to work with the right person.
So I want to accentuate my experience, I want to have my consumer guides on there. Now keep in mind, this is
different than a landing page. I’m not going to send people to my authority website, but when people go on there,
like when you go on to Debbie’s, you’ll see she’s got all these free guides available. Well, that lets people know she
knows what she’s talking about. She’s an expert and she’s giving away information. That’s what I want my
authority website to do.
I need it to have my picture on there. This is where you guys get to brand away, and I’m all for branding on your
authority website. So you want to have your picture, basically you want to have an opt-in form, where you can give
them your consumer guides. You want to have some of those key things that set you apart from everyone else. Most
agents though are obsessed with having a search feature on their website. So if you need to have it for your own
state of mind – go ahead and do it, but you’re kidding yourself if you think people are going to use that over Zillow
or Realtor or any of the other major sites, because those sites are just better. They are just flat out better for searches.
So, only have it if you feel like you need to have it; otherwise I wouldn't worry about it.
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Michelle: Okay, great. Thank you.
Pete: Yeah, no problem. Next question?
Female speaker: Yes, I was wondering, is there an average or a standard – I’m sure there is – what your marketing
budget is. Say your market the homes are in the high $900,000s or $1 million. How much to get that listing? How
much budget do you allot for marketing for that home?
Pete: To sell the home or to get another listing?
Female speaker: I guess both now. That’s true, that’s a distinction. To sell the home, and then to get another listing.
Pete: So that’s a great question, we get it a lot – people going…
How much should I be budgeting for my marketing budget?
And here’s my philosophy. What I like to tell people is, the problem you’re looking at things the wrong way when
we start looking at it going, “How much of my commission should I set aside for marketing?” What you want to do
is you want to figure out what does it take to acquire a lead into your business? How many leads does it take to
acquire a commission?
So let’s say that we’re running Facebook ads, and I’m just going to use numbers here that make math easy for me.
And it costs you $30 to get one lead on Facebook, and it takes you 100 leads to get one listing that sells and
generates a commission for you. That means it’s going to cost you $3,000, right? $30 times 100 - $3,000. And if it
cost you $3,000, but you sold a $1 million house – and let’s just say you got $30,000, because you have a buyer in
there and all the others – would you spend $3,000 to make $30,000? Of course you would; everybody would. Then
the question becomes, how many times can I spend that $3,000, because I make $30,000 every time I do it?
So let’s say the numbers were cut in half. Let’s say you’re doing a half million dollar home and it’s $15,000. Would
you spend $3,000 to make $15,000? You probably still would. I certainly would. So it goes down to, where does that
line draw? For me, I basically like to double my money. So if I spend $3,000 and I make $6,000, I’m as happy as
can be. I will do that all day long, and I will do that literally every day. I will be spending $3,000 a day because I’m
making $6,000 a day. The problem that most agents have is they haven’t tracked their numbers well enough to know
those ratios. And that’s where everything gets messed up for them, because they’re like…
Well, I don’t really know what it takes to get a listing, and basically get that listing sold.
So that’s why it starts out with, you’ve got to start tracking that stuff. We’ve got to figure out what it’s costing us to
acquire a lead and how many of those leads it takes for us to get a commission check. And it’s not going to be the
same for Facebook as it is for direct mail, as it is for a magazine ad or a newspaper ad. Those all are going to be
different, so you’ve got to track all of them. And it doesn’t mean that one is better than the other. In fact, I would say
you want to start doing as much of those as you can, as many of those.
So let’s say running our newspaper ad is $60 to generate a lead, but we only need 20 of those to generate a
commission. So our lead cost is twice as much, but it didn’t matter – they were better leads and it would cost us
$1,200 to get that sale. But if you know those numbers, then it’s no longer about…
How much do I budget out of my commission check?
It’s…
I know when I spend X amount on Facebook, I make money. When I spend X amount on a newspaper, I
make money. When I spend X amount on a magazine ad, I make money.
And direct mail, and every different way that you can think of to advertise. That’s why it is so important, and I talk
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about this in several different programs, that you track your results. That’s why we use tracking phone numbers on
our post cards. I’ll use a different phone number for each post card. I want to know what’s pulling. We’ll use a
tracking URL, meaning I’ll use one URL for my “Downsize”, one URL for my “Move Up”, one URL for my “Firsttime Home Buyer”. I’m not going to use the same URL, because I need to track. I need to know what’s pulling, and
that way I know where I should be spending my money and that sort of thing. So that’s why it’s not as easy as just
going, “What do I budget?” It’s like, I have to know my numbers. Once I know my numbers, it makes life easy in
determining what I’m going to be spending my money on to market. Does that make sense what I’m saying?
Female speaker: It does, but it sounds like it’s in essence… So far all my sales thankfully have been from my
sphere of influence, so I don’t have numbers to pull from. So, as far as I’ve seen, if I go to NAR, they have loose
numbers and generalizations on different markets, but there’s no place to pull those numbers. So starting out it’s, not
so much a crap shoot, let’s call it an educated guess or an educated choice, to start doing it to generate those
numbers for myself in my market.
Pete: Exactly. And that’s why I would just say, this month you start tracking everything. So if this is the first month
that you say you’re going to start sending out post cards… I’m going to make sure this makes into our next
newsletter. I would start tracking that. I’d be like…
This month I sent out 1,000 post cards using Every Door Direct Mail. This is the neighborhood that I hit.
This is what it cost me in printing, this is what it cost me in postage. Now I need to figure out what it is per
card to send that out. And when I sent out those 1,000, I generated X amount of leads.
And you’re going to have to start with that, because it’s going to take a little while to convert those leads. Even if
you have someone who’s hot today, it’s still going to be 30 days before you generate a sale. But realistically, it’s
probably going to be 90 days before you get a sale. But you’ve got start. So just don’t worry about what’s happened
in the past; let’s start today. Let’s start tracking everything today.
Female speaker: Perfect.
Pete: Yup. Alright, if anyone else has a question, go ahead a hit *6 and unmute your line. There we go, Stacy.
Stacy: Yeah, I’m sorry.
Pete: No problem.
Stacy: For the first-time home buyer, if you were doing one of those and you couldn’t’ find “First-time home buyer”
for your city .com, even though you would be requesting for people to ask for that guide, could you use something
like YourCityHomesForSale.com?
Pete: I probably would stay away from being too obvious, because that’s what it is. But what I might do is
TipsForBuyingYourFirstLosAngelesHome.com, if that was available, TipsForBuyingYourFirstRossmoorHome,
TipsForBuyingYourFirstSouthernCaliforniaHome, tips for buying your first whatever. What are some variations that
I can come up with that don’t sound too much like I’m going to basically pounce all over you? Because that’s what
the prospect is thinking. We’re deathly afraid of talking to a sales person, so we want to look as little like a sales
person as possible until they’ve given us their info. Then it’s okay for us to start branding to them and all the others.
Stacy: Okay. It’s kind of hard to pick these things, okay. So if you’re having trouble, would we be better off sending
it over to you to let you research the domain names?
Pete: No, it should be pretty easy. You can pretty much pick anything and just say…
These three are available, Pete. Which one do you like best?
And I’ll be happy to tell you which one I like best out of a bunch that you found.
Stacy: Alright. I got one for move-up buyers, but I can’t find anything for that particular one, the first-time home
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buyer.
Pete: Sure, yeah.
Stacy: This is probably because that’s such a popular thing. And then I can email you those?
Pete: Yeah, absolutely.
Stacy: Where do I find your email and all this stuff?
Pete: The easiest way is pete@bustoutthebigguns.com. Or you can send it to debbie@excelleum.com and they’ll
forward it over to me. Either way.
Stacy: Okay, perfect. Thank you so much, you’ve been so helpful.
Pete: No problem. Any other questions? Alright, everyone, thanks so much for being on the call. We’re going to get
this up on the website as quick as we can, and we’re going to get it over to the transcriber for those of you that
would like to go back through it and re-read it or listen to it. And like I said, you’re going to be getting an email
about our event next week, next Saturday. If you can’t make it, it’s okay – it’s going to be recorded. And that event
kit that we’re putting together – you will have access to it. The benefit of being in the Inner Circle, you don’t have to
pay anything more for all this stuff. It’s all yours. So thanks so much everybody, I appreciate your time. I will talk
with you soon! Take care!
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